PILLAR 1
LEADING

4-Part series from the pages of
THE LEADERSHIP CONNECTION

Enhance Perceptions
Elevate Priorities
Empower People
Exceed Possibilities

ThinkGREAT

Make the Link Between Leading and Succeeding

This game-changing series introduces the ELS: Elite Leadership System and teaches the Four Steps for Growing Leaders. Open new possibilities for your leaders and discover solutions for enhancing the performance of your teams.

Includes workbooks and a copy of The Leadership Connection

Your team members and leaders were not hired to be average.
It’s time to engage!

The ELS Expedition™
The STEPS of ELITE LEADERSHIP

STEP 1
ENHANCE PERCEPTIONS

STEP 2
ELEVATE PRIORITIES

STEP 3
EMPOWER PEOPLE

STEP 4
EXCEED POSSIBILITIES

Expedition Assessment
Leadership Performance Checklist

Define Leadership
Establish Identity
Identify Goals
IN's & ON's
Rule of Thirds
Accountability Tools
Dynamic Communication
Developing People
Think Tanks
Creating a Plan
Building Leaders
Achieving Vision